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Abstract. Following TER nets, an approach to the modelling of time in highlevel Petri nets, we propose a model of time within (attributed) graph transformation systems where logical clocks are represented as distinguished node attributes. Corresponding axioms for the time model in TER nets are generalised
to graph transformation systems and semantic variations are discussed. They are
summarised by a general theorem ensuring the consistency of temporal order and
casual dependencies.
The resulting notions of typed graph transformation with time specialise the algebraic double-pushout (DPO) approach to typed graph transformation. In particular, the concurrency theory of the DPO approach can be used in the transfer
of the basic theory of TER nets.

1 Introduction
Recently, a number of authors have advocated the use of graph transformation as a
semantic framework for visual modelling techniques both in computer science and engineering (see, e.g., the contributions in [3, 4]). In many such techniques, the modelling
of time plays a relevant role. In particular, techniques for embedded and safety critical
systems make heavy use of concepts like timeouts, timing constraints, delays, etc., and
correctness with respect to these issues is critical to the successful operation of these
systems. At the same time, those are exactly the systems where, due to the high penalty
of failures, formally based modelling and verification techniques are most successful.
Therefore, neglecting the time aspect in the semantics of visual modelling techniques,
we disregard one of the crucial aspects of modelling.
So far, the theory of graph transformation provides no support for the modelling
of time in a way which would allow for quantified statements like “this action takes
200ms of time” or “this message will only be accepted within the next three seconds”,
etc. However, from a more abstract, qualitative point of view we can speak of temporal
and causal ordering of actions thus abstracting from actual clock and timeout values.
Particularly relevant in this context is the theory of concurrency of graph transformation,
see [1, 6, 14] or [2] for a recent survey.
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It is the objective of this paper to propose a quantitative model of time within graph
transformation which builds on this more abstract qualitative model. Therefore, we will
not add time concepts on top of an existing graph transformation approach, but we show
how, in particular, typed graph transformation systems in the double-pushout (DPO)
approach [6] can be extended from within with a notion of time. This allows both the
straightforward transfer of theoretical results and the reuse of existing tools.
In a recent preliminary paper [10], we have already outlined our approach, proposing several alternative definitions and discussing their consequences with respect to the
existence of a globally time-ordered sequence of transformations. Such property is desirable because it witnesses the consistency of time values attached to vertices with the
causal dependencies between steps. In this paper, we refine the alternatives discussed
in [10] and prove a general condition on graph transformation systems with time ensuring the desired consistency property, thus effectively solving the problem posed in [10]
in the most general case.
The following section outlines our general approach of the problem, which is motivated by a corresponding development in Petri nets, briefly to be reviewed in Section 3.
Graph transformation with time is introduced and investigated in Section 4 while Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 From Nets to Graph Transformation, with Time
When trying to incorporate time concepts into graph transformation, it is inspiring to
study the representation of time in Petri nets. Nets are formally and conceptually close
to graph transformation systems which allows for the transfer of concepts and solutions.
This has already happened for relevant parts of the concurrency theory of nets which,
as mentioned above, provides a qualitative model of time based on the causal ordering
of actions.
In particular, we will follow the approach of time ER nets [11]. These are simple
high-level nets which introduce time as a distinguished data type. Then, time values can
be associated with individual tokens, read and manipulated like other token attributes
when firing transitions. In order to ensure meaningful behaviour (like preventing time
from going backwards) constraints are imposed which can be checked for a given net.
The advantage of this approach with respect to our aims is the fact that time is modelled
within the formalism rather than adding it on top as a new formal concept.
Based on the correspondence of Petri nets and (typed) graph transformation, which
regards Petri nets as rewriting systems on multi-sets of vertices [5], we can derive a
model of time within typed graph transformation systems with attributes. The correspondence is visualised in Table 1. Besides (low-level) place-transition nets and typed
graph transformation systems, it relates (high-level) environment-relationship nets to
typed graph transformation with attributes. This relationship, which has first been observed in the case of algebraic high-level nets [8] and attributed graph transformation [17] in [18], shall enable us to transfer the modelling of time in time ER nets
to typed graph transformation with attributes.
Next, we review time environment-relationship (TER) nets [11] in order to prepare
for the transfer to typed graph transformation systems in Section 4.
2
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Table 1. Corresponding Petri net and graph transformation variants
Petri nets graph transformation systems
low-level PT nets typed graph transformation (TGT)
high-level ER nets typed graph transformation with attributes (TGTA)
with time TER nets typed graph transformation with time (TGTT)

3 Modelling Time in Petri Nets
There are many proposals for adding time to Petri nets. In this paper we concentrate on
one of them, time ER nets [11], which is chosen for its general approach of considering time as a token attribute with particular behaviour, rather than as an entirely new
concept. As a consequence, time ER nets are a special case of ER nets.
3.1

ER nets

ER (environment-relationship) nets are high-level Petri nets (with the usual net topology) where tokens are environments, i.e., partial functions
associating
attribute values from a given set to attribute identifiers from a given set
. A marking is a multi-set of environments (tokens).
To each transition of the net with pre-domain
and post-domain
,
an action
is associated. The projection of
to the pre-domain
represents the firing condition, i.e., a predicate on the tokens in the given marking which
controls the enabledness of the transition. If the transition is enabled, i.e., in the given
marking
there exist tokens satisfying the predicate, the action relation determines
possible successor markings.
Formally, a transition
is enabled in a marking
if there exists a tuple
such that
(in the sense of multiset inclusion). Fixing this
tuple, the successor marking
is computed, as usual, by
,
and this firing step is denoted by
. A firing sequence of
is just a sequence of firing steps
adjacent to each other.
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Time ER nets

Time is integrated into ER nets by means of a special attribute, called chronos, representing the time of creation of the token as a time stamp. Constraints on the time
stamps of both (i) given tokens and (ii) tokens that are produced can be specified by the
action relation associated to transitions. To provide a meaningful model of time, action
relations have to satisfy the following axioms with respect to chronos values [11].
Axiom 1: Local monotonicity For any firing, the time stamps of tokens produced by
the firing can not be smaller than time stamps of tokens removed by the firing.
Axiom 2: Uniform time stamps For any firing
all time stamps of
tokens in
have the same value, called the time of the firing.
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4

Axiom 3: Firing sequence monotonicity For any firing sequence , firing times
should be monotonically nondecreasing with respect to their occurrence in .

4

The first two axioms can be checked locally based on the action relationships of
transitions. For the third axiom, it is shown in [11] that every sequence where all steps
satisfy Axioms 1 and 2 is permutation equivalent to a sequence where also Axiom 3
is valid. Here, permutation equivalence is the equivalence on firing sequences induced
by swapping independent steps. Thus, any firing sequence can be viewed as denoting a
representative, which satisfies Axiom 3.
It shall be observed that TER nets are a proper subset of ER nets, i.e., the formalism is not extended but specialised. Next, we use the correspondence between graph
transformation and Petri nets to transfer this approach of adding time to typed graph
transformation systems.

4

4O

4 Modelling Time in Graph Transformation Systems
Typed graph transformation systems provide a rich theory of concurrency generalising
that of Petri nets [2]. In order to represent time as an attribute value, a notion of typed
graph transformation with attributes is required. We propose an integration of the two
concepts (types and attributes) which presents attribute values as vertices and attributes
as edges, thus formalising typed graph transformation with attributes as a special case
of typed graph transformation.
Next, we give a light-weight (set-theoretic) presentation of the categorical DPO
approach [9] to the transformation of typed graphs [6].
4.1

Typed graph transformation

In typed graph transformation, graphs occur at two levels: the type level and the instance
(which may be thought of as an abstract representation
level [6]. A fixed type graph
of a class diagram) determines a set of instance graphs
which are
equipped with a structure-preserving mapping to the type graph (formally expressed
as a graph homomorphism).
A graph transformation rule
consists of a pair of
-typed instance
graphs
such that the union
is defined. (This means that, e.g., edges which
appear in both and are connected to the same vertices in both graphs, or that vertices
with the same name have to have the same type, etc.) The left-hand side represents
the pre-conditions of the rule while the right-hand side describes the post-conditions.
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U to a post-state f , denoted by Uh=ng0ikmo
j"l f ,
3pq_reKbstU^euf , called occurrence, such that

A graph transformation from a pre-state
is given by a graph homomorphism
–

3v2_!xw;U 3v2b(!xw;f
3v2_zy>b7!={U^y>f 3vRb|y>_}!C={f~y$U
_
f

and
, i.e., the left-hand side of the rule is embedded into the
pre-state and the right-hand side into the post-state, and
–
and
, i.e., precisely that part of is deleted
which is matched by elements of not belonging to and, symmetrically, that part
of is added which is matched by elements new in .
4
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b
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U7Jdg=Zikm jIl 0g=Zim j"5l U(

A transformation sequence
is a sequence of consecutive transformation steps.
On transformation sequences, a notion of equivalence is defined which generalises
the permutation equivalence on firing sequences: two sequences are equivalent if they
can be obtained from each other by repeatedly swapping independent transformation
steps. This equivalence has been formalised by the notion of shift-equivalence [14]
which is based on the following notion of independence of graph transformations. Two

U g =Z ikm jIl f  g=ZF ikm jH"l 

3 2 _ !

3 2b !


3 2 b ! C3  R_  !>w3 2 _ C b !C3  R_   b  !

transformations
are independent if the occurrences
of the
right-hand side of
and
of the left-hand side of
do only overlap in objects
that are preserved by both steps, formally
.
This is more sophisticated than the notion of independent firings of transitions which
are required to use entirely disjoint resources.

4.2

Typed graph transformation with attributes



Assuming a set of data type symbols , a type graph with attribute declarations (based
whose set of vertices
contains . Therefore, data type symon ) is a graph
bols are vertex types so that edges, representing attribute declarations, may be drawn towards them from ordinary vertices. This is compatible with notions of attributed graphs,
like [17], where attribute carriers are used to relate graph elements and data values. Notice, however, that we limit ourselves to attributed vertices, and that we do not extend
but refine the notion of graph.
Given a data domain
for every data type symbol , an instance graph with attributes over the type graph
is an instance graph
over
(in
the above sense) such that
. Therefore, all vertices
with
represent attribute values which may or may not be referenced by an edge
from another vertex. As a consequence, instance graphs will be usually infinite. E.g., if
the data type of natural numbers is present, each
will be a separate vertex.
Morphisms between instance graphs with attributes
and
are typed graph morphisms
, i.e., graph morphisms compatible
) and preserving the data domains; formally
,
with the typing (
if we denote by
the restriction of
to vertices
of type
.
From this point on, all other notions, like rule, occurrence, transformation, transformation sequence, etc. are defined as in the previous subsection. Also, relevant results
like the Local Church-Rosser Theorem, the Parallelism theorem, and the corresponding
equivalence on transformation sequences based on shifting or swapping of independent
transformations are easily transferred.
It is worth noticing that, in contrast with ER nets, attributes in our model are typed,
that is, different types of nodes may have different selections of attributes. However,
like in ER nets, our data types have no syntax: We only consider sets of values without
explicit algebraic structure given by operations. As a consequence, we do not explicitly
represent variables within rules and variable assignments as part of occurrences: A rule
containing variables for attribute calculation and constraints is considered as a syntac-
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tic representation of the (possibly infinite) set of its instances where the variables and
expressions are replaced by concrete values.
4.3

Typed graph transformation with time

To incorporate time into typed graph transformation with attributes, we follow the approach of TER nets as discussed in Section 3. Therefore, a time data type is required as
domain for time-valued attributes.
A time data type
is a structure where is a partial order with
as its least element. Moreover,
form a monoid (that is, is associative with
neutral element ) and is monotone wrt. . Obvious examples include natural or real
numbers with the usual interpretation of the operations, but not dates in the YY:MM:DD
format (e.g., due to the Y2K problem).
A type graph with time
is a type graph with attribute declarations based on a
set of data type symbols that contains a special symbol
. An instance graph with
time over
for a given time data type
is an instance graph
over
such that the data type sort
is interpreted by
,
that is,
. Graph morphisms are defined as before.
Given a graph transformation rule
over a type graph with time, we say
that
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reads the chronos value of if
has a chronos attribute of value , that is,
there exists an edge
with
and
.
– writes the chronos value of if
has a chronos attribute of value which
with
and
is not present in , i.e., there exists an edge
and
.
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g0ikm»
jHl f we say that R35! reads/writes the chronos value of ¼
Given a transformation U=Z
if there exists ):#P_Peub such that 3v )v!C=|¼ and  reads/writes the chronos value of ) .
It is important to note that, writing an attribute value of a vertex ) which is preserved
by the rule (i.e., it belongs both to _ and b ) means deleting the edge from ) to the old

value and creating a new link to another value. Therefore, in this case, writing implies
reading the value.
The definition of graph transformation rules with time has to take into account the
particular properties of time as expressed, for example, by the axioms in Section 3. The
direct transfer of axioms 1 and 2 leads to the following well-formedness conditions.
A graph transformation rule with time is a graph transformation rule over a type
graph with time satisfying the following conditions.



1. Local monotonicity: All chronos values written by are higher than any of the
chronos values read by .
2. Uniform duration: All chronos values written by are equal.





A graph transformation system with time is an attributed graph transformation system over a type graph with time whose rules satisfy the conditions above.
This ensure a behaviour of time which can be described informally as follows. According to condition 1 an operation or transaction specified by a rule cannot take negative time, i.e., it cannot decrease the clock values of the nodes it is applied to. Condition
6
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2 states an assumption about atomicity of rule application, that is, all effects specified

j"l f
U =ZgQim½

in the right-hand side are observed at the same time. Given a transformation
using rule , this time firing time, is denoted by
.
Notice that, due to the more general nature of typed graph transformation in comparison with ER nets, there exist some additional degrees of freedom.



I¤²<G235!H!

Existence of time-less vertex types: ER nets are untyped (that is, all tokens have (potentially) the same attributes) while in typed graph transformation we can declare
dedicated attributes for every vertex type. Therefore, we do not have to assume an
attribute chronos for all vertex types, but could leave the decision about how to
distribute chronos attributes to the designer. As we consider time as a distinguished
semantic concept, which should not be confused with time-valued data, we do not
allow more than one chronos attribute per vertex. This does not forbid us to model
additional time-valued data by ordinary attributes.
Update of chronos values for preserved vertices: The second degree of freedom
comes from the (well-known) fact that graph transformations generalise Petri nets
by allowing contextual rewriting: All tokens in the post-domain of a transition are
newly created while in the right-hand side of a graph transformation rule there may
be vertices that are preserved. This allows to leave the chronos values of vertices in
unchanged, creating new timestamps only for the newly generated items.

_r<b

If we take in both cases the most restrictive choice, i.e., chronos values for all types
and update of chronos values for all vertices in , we can show, in analogy with TER
nets, that for each transformation sequence using only rules that satisfy the above two
conditions, there exists an equivalent sequence such that is time-ordered, that is,
time is monotonically non-decreasing as the sequence advances.

b
O4 

4

4O

Theorem 1 (global monotonicity). Given a graph transformation system with time
such that

¾

– its type graph declares a chronos attribute for every vertex type
– its rules write the chronos values of all vertices in their right-hand sides.

4 in ¾ there exists an equivalent se




 ikm j  l g =Zikm j  l U( in ¾ such that 4O is time-ordered, that is,
quence 4O&=¿U7J g =Z
I¤À&L"230²!"!>9I¤²<GkÁ R30 N !H! for all ¤ #8µO°1  1"'Â· .
In this case, for every transformation sequence

Proof. As a consequence of Theorem 2 below.
This is no longer true if we use the more liberal interpretation in any of the above
choices, as shown by the following example.
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Example. Figure 1 shows a type graph
and a (generic) instance graph
of
,
respectively. The type graph defines three vertex types:
and . For
and
chronos attributes are declared, while
has no attribute. (Our example does not need
edges.)
The instance graph contains nodes
(i.e., a -typed node named ),
,
and
, where has the chronos value
and the chronos value of is
.
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T1

A : T1

T2
chro no s: nat

B : T2
chro no s=c2 + 3

C : T3
chro no s=c2

T3
chro no s: nat

Fig. 1. Type graph (left) and instance graph (right)
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Two rules, and , are defined in Figure 2. By applying , nodes
and
are matched and the chronos value of is increased by 4 time units.
Rule requires nodes
and
. The former is deleted and the time of the
latter is increased by units. (Note, that the use of similar names does not imply any
connection between the elements of different rules.)



Ä

a: T1

a: T1

¹u5T]Ã

Ê

Êd5TVÅ

p1

a: T1

b : T2
chro no s

ti me(o 1)=o 1(b ). chro no s+ 4

c : T3
chro no s

ti me(o 2 )=o 2(c). chro no s+ 2

p2

Fig. 2. Rules



b : T2

chro no s+ 4

c : T3
chro no s+ 2

Ë  and Ë 


An application of these rules to the instance graph in Figure 1 is shown in Figure 3.
and
are applicable to the graph. Applying first
and then
leads to the
Both
graph in the lower right. In this sequence, first the chronos value of is increased, and
then is deleted and the chronos value of
is increased. The occurrences and the
firing times of the steps are denoted next to the arrows.
At this point, two observations are crucial. First, the two steps are not independent,
that is there exists no equivalent sequence where
and
are applied in the reverse
order. This is because
, i.e., is deleted by but

Æ



È



Ç

   

Æh#R3 2_ &b !H!n&3 2_ y>b !H! Æ

g=Zikm j"Hl U  is not time-ordered
required by  . Second, the sequence U[gO=Zikm jIl qU
because the firing time of the latter is smaller than the firing time of the first.
Note that, if Æ would have a chronos attribute and all chronos values would be updated as required by Condition 2, Æ should get I¤²<L 23 !"! thus disabling its deletion

at a lower time.

More generally, the problem is to ensure the consistency of causality and time in the
sense that, whenever two steps are causally dependent, they must communicate their
clock values. Indeed, this idea is crucial to many algorithms for establishing consistent
8
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IG

IG1
A : T1

B : T2
chro no s=c2 + 3

p 1 ( o 1)
o 1 (a)=A
o 1 (b )=B

ti m e(o 1)=c2 + 7

C : T3
chro no s=c2

IG3

p 2 ( o 2)
o 2(a)=A
o 2(c)=C

A : T1

C : T3
chro no s=c2

ti m e(o 2)=c2 + 2

IG2
B : T2
chro no s=c2 + 3

B : T2
chro no s=c2 + 7

p 2 ( o 2)
o 2(a)=A
o 2(c)=C

ti m e(o 2)=c2 + 2

B : T2
chro no s=c2 + 7

p 1 ( o 1)
o 1 (a)=?
o 1 (b )=B

C : T3
chro no s=c2 + 2

C : T3
chro no s=c2 + 2

Fig. 3. Rule sequence

global time in distributed systems, based on logical clocks. The next theorem formalises
this statement.
Theorem 2 (global monotonicity). Given a graph transformation system with time

UÌgO=Zikm jIl ´gF=Zikm jH"l
)
:
#P3 2b !*<3 2_


 ikm j  l  g =n ikm j  l U(
an equivalent sequence 4=^U7J g =n

f !

¾

¾

such that for all transformations
in that are not sequentially
independent, there exists a vertex
whose chronos value is written
by and read by . In this case, for every transformation sequence in there exists
in

¾

4 ¾

4O is time-ordered.

such that

Proof. The main line of the proof is as follows.

U?g=Z ikm jIl ¿g=Zikm j"Hl

1. Our first observation is that the fact that two transformations
are not sequentially independent implies that they are time ordered, i.e.,
. This is guaranteed by the existence of a common
vertex
with a chronos value written by
and read by ,
which is
(due to the “uniform duration” con(a) exactly the time of transformation
dition),
(as a consequence of the “local
(b) at most the time of transformation
monotonicity” condition).
2. Then if two transformations are not time ordered and they are sequentially independent, we swap them in the rule application sequence1 . We continue the swap
operation until no such transformation pairs can be found.

f
I ¤²<L R 3 !"!¯9I¤²&L   2 3  !"!
)#;3 2b !CE3 2Í !





 2 3 !
  23  !

1

This algorithm is, in fact, conceptually similarly to the trick applied in the construction of a
shift equivalent transformation sequence.

9
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3. We state that after the termination of this swapping algorithm, a time ordered transformation sequence is obtained.

U g =ZÎ0ikm jHÎFl  g=ZÏikm jÏ²l
I¤²<LÐ235Ð0!H!Ñ

(a) Let us suppose indirectly that there exist two transformations
that violate the condition of time ordered sequences, i.e.
.
(b) However, if these transformations are sequentially independent then the algorithm in Item 2 can still be applied to them, which contradicts the assumption
of termination.
(c) On the other hand, if transformations
and
are not sequentially
independent (but they are not time ordered by the indirect assumption), then
we have a contradiction with our first observation, which established that two
sequentially dependent transformations with a common vertex are always time
ordered.

f
I ¤²<GÒ235Ò!"!

Ð235Ð©!

Ò235Ò!

ÓÔ

K=ª3 Rb !ZeK3  R_  !

Notice that the condition above can be effectively verified by checking all non.
independent two-step sequences in where

¾

4.4

An example for time ordered sequences

In the sequel, our main theorem (Theorem 2) is discussed from a practical point of
view on a small example of a communication system, which models processes sending
messages to each other via channels. A message is sent via an output channel of a
process, which stores the message until received via the input channel of the other
process. The structure of our communication system is captured on the type graph of
Fig. 4, while a sample system containing only two processes
and
with a single
channel between them is also depicted there.

Õ

È

ÞRß}à ÖIÜ ßVá ÙâÚVÛÜZØ(Ý

ÖR×Ø¬ÙzÚ,ÛQÜØ(Ý
Process
chronos
Out

P1:Process
chronos=3

In

:Out

Channel

C:Channel

Stored

:In

Message

P2:Process
chronos=1

Fig. 4. A communication system: type and instance graphs

10
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We introduce the following two basic operations (see Fig. 5) that can be performed
in our system.

p:Process
chronos=c

p:Process
chronos=c+2

ãä/åæ

o:Out

o:Out
time(send)=c+2
s:Stored

c:Channel

c:Channel

p:Process
chronos=c

m:Message

ç äèqäé êä

i:In

p:Process
chronos=c+2
i:In

time(receive)=c+2
c:Channel s:Stored

m:Message

c:Channel

Fig. 5. Sending and receiving messages



– Sending messages: When process aims at sending a message, a message object
is generated and placed into the output channel . The application of the send
rule takes time units.
– Receiving messages: When a message arrives at the input port of a process ,
then the process receives the message by removing the message object from the
channel and destroying it afterwards. The application of receive rule takes time
units as well.



Ä

¸



Ä



One can easily check that both rules satisfy the well-formedness conditions for
graph transformation rules with time. However, the send rule computes its time from the
chronos value of the sender process , while the receive rule takes its time from (the
chronos value of) the receiver process , but no timestamps are attached to messages.
This turns out to be insufficient to guarantee the existence of time ordered transformation sequences, when considering, for instance, the transformation depicted in
Fig. 6. In this case, the clock of the sender process
is ahead of the chronos value of
the receiver process (
vs.
). Since no timestamps
are attached when a message is sent, the receiver cannot synchronise its clock to the
sender when the message is processed yielding a transformation sequence that is not
time ordered (
but
as each operation takes 2 time

Õ 
Õ

Õ
¸.03Q'Z354 2Õ  !¯=[Ã

¸/.Q3Q'Z354 RÕ !]=~Å

I¤À&R4OO'Z¥ !$=ë

I¤²< .0Q¸FO¤²) 0!>=¶Å
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units). However, we cannot swap the two transformations
are not sequentially independent.

ìLíî

ìLíï

P1:Process
chronos=3
:Out
C:Channel

send(o1)
o1(p)=P1;o1(c)=C;o1(m)=M

4O'Z¥

.0Q¸FO¤²) 

and

since they

P1:Process
chronos=5
:Out

:Stored

C:Channel

M:Message

time(o1)=5
:In

:In

P2:Process

P2:Process
chronos=1

chronos=1

receive(o2)
o2(p)=P2, o2(c)=C
o2(m)=?

receive(o2)
o2(p)=P2, o2(c)=C
o2(m)=M

ìLíð

time(o2)=3

P1:Process
chronos=5
:Out
C:Channel

:In
P2:Process
chronos=3

Fig. 6. A transformation violating time orderedness

It can be observed how the condition of Theorem 2 is violated. While (the application of) send is not sequentially independent from receive (a message object is created
by send and required as a precondition by receive), there are no graph objects with
chronos values written by send (as send rule only writes the chronos of process ) and
read by receive (which only reads the chronos of process ).

Õ

Õ

The solution to the problem is well-known: a timestamp is needed to be attached to
each message (see the corresponding rule in Fig 7). In terms of graph transformation
systems with time, the send rule needs to write the chronos attribute of the message,
while receive rule is required to read the chronos value of the message in order to
synchronise its own clock.
This time, our global monotonicity theorem trivially holds, since the chronos value
of each message object is written by the send rule and read by the receive rule. Thus in
a transformation sequence where a certain application of send precedes the application
of receive, the time of receive cannot be less then the time of send due to the wellformedness conditions 1 and 2.
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p:Process

p:Process

ñvò/óvô

chronos=c
o:Out

chronos=c’
o:Out

time(send)=
c’=c+2

s:Stored

c:Channel

c:Channel

m:Message
chronos=c’
chronos=c

p:Process

õRòvö©ò÷ øò

chronos=c1
i:In

c:Channel s:Stored

p:Process
chronos=c
i:In

time(receive)=
c=max(c1,c2)+2
m:Message
chronos=c2

c:Channel

Fig. 7. Synchronisation by timestamps

5 Conclusion
We have transferred the model of time within ER nets, a kind of high-level Petri nets,
to graph transformation systems. The resulting notion is a special case of typed graph
transformation, where certain vertices are interpreted as time values and edges towards
these vertices are time-valued attributes.
We have discussed some choices and their semantic consequences leading to the
establishment of a global monotonicity theorem, which provides a sufficient condition
for the existence of time ordered transformation sequences. This theorem generalises
the idea behind familiar algorithms for establishing consistent logical clocks via time
stamps in distributed systems [16], which are based on more specific computational
models similar to the example in the last subsection.
It requires a deeper analysis of potential applications, in particular, the use of time
in diagrammatic techniques like statecharts or sequence diagrams and their existing
formalisations within graph transformation [7, 12, 13, 15], to understand if our choices
are the right ones.
Acknowledgement. We wish to thank Luciano Baresi for his introduction to Petri nets
with time.
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